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This invention relates to well servicing devices and more 
particularly to wellhead elevating devices for oil and gas 
wells. 

In the production of oil and gas, the removal from the 
sub-surface formations of oil, gas, and water which com 
monly accompanies the hydrocarbon fluids, will, in fre 
quent instances, produce subsidence of the earth forma 
tions overlying the producing formations, the subsidence 
frequently extending all the way to the surface. 

Ordinarily, the well equipment includes a relatively 
short string of relatively large diameter surface casing 
which is commonly rigidly cement-ed to the bore wall 
and projects above the ground surface, the wellhead 
equipment being mounted on the upper end of the surface 
casing. One or more strings of smaller pipe will extend 
through the surface casing to the producing horizons 
and will project through the casing-head and be connected 
with the various ?ttings comprising the so-called “Christ 
mas Tree.” These inner pipe strings will normally be 
secured at their lower ends in the well bore and as they 

‘ . are also secured to the top of the surface casing, these 
inner strings will be subjected to severe compression 
forces when subsidence occurs in the earth in which the - 
surface casing is rigidly cemented. In many instances, 
these compression forces will be sui'l'iciently great to 
cause severe leakage from the inner pipe strings, pardon- 
larly at the collars connecting the sections, and may cause 
breakage of the pipe strings, with consequent serious 
damage to the well. 
To overcome the described di?‘iculty produced by sub 

sidence of the earth about the wellhead, it is necessary to 
effectively lengthen the inner strings of pipe to again 
place them in tension. In view of the fact that they are 
secured to the surface casing and the latter is cemented 
in place, it becomes necessary in order to accomplish the 
desired result to extend, or lengthen the surface casing by 
the appropriate amount. 
of servicing required to accomplish the desired objective, 
it hasbeen proposed to sever the surface casing at a point 
below the wellhead and to then elevate the wellhead and 
the attached strings of pipe to the desired degree necessary 
to return the pipe strings to their proper length and place 
them in tension, after which a section of pipe is welded 
into the surface casing between the severed ends in order 
to thereby elfectively lengthen it in the amount desired to 
obviate the subsidence. 

It is a primary object of this invention to provide an 
efiicient device for elevating the wellhead in place to 
accomplish the desired objective. 
An important object is the provision of a hydraulic 

jacking structure, including a plurality of jack elements 
suitably arranged about the wellhead, in which one mem 
ber of the several jack elements is secured to the well 
head, while the other member of the jack elements is se 
cured to the surface casing at a point below the Wellhead, 
so that upon severing of the surface pipe between the well 
head and the point of connection of the jack elements to i 
the surface pipe, the wellhead may be bodily elevated to 
whatever height isdesired, so that an extension of the sur 
face casing may be welded into place between the severed 
ends thereof. 7 

Another important object of this invention is to provide 
a wellhead elevating device which will perm-it extending 
the surface casing of a well without requiring the break— 
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ing~down or dis-assembly of the Christmas Tree and 
wellhead connections. 

Still another object of this invention is to providea 
wellhead elevating device employing a hydraulic pressure 
jacking device comprising a plurality of jack elements 
arranged to be swung apart for placement about the well 
head and surface casing, and then clamped together to 
secure the jack elements to the respective parts of the 
wellhead structure and surface casing. 
A further important object is the provision of a system 

for elevating a wellhead in place on top of a surface casing 
which includes a plurality of ?uid pressure actuated jacks 
arranged to be disposed about the wellhead, each of 
the jacks including a cylinder which is connectibleto the 
wellhead and a piston slidable in the cylinder and carrying 
means connectible to the well pipe below the wellhead, 
means for severing the well pipe between the points of 
connection between the cylinder and the pistons, and 
means for supplying pressure ?uid to the cylinders to ele 
vate the wellhead relative to the well pipe after the latter 
has been severed. 
A more speci?c object is the provision of a wellhead 

elevating device which includes a set of four hydraulic 
jacks, the upper ends of which are connected to a head 
frame and arranged to permit the jacks to swing radially 
with respect to the frame, the lower ends of the cylinders 
carrying means for securing the cylinders to the wellhead, 
and the Pistons carrying a slip bowl and pipe-gripping 
slips for securing the pistons about the surface pipe below 
the wellhead, means being provided to swing the jacks 
apart so that they may be placed {about the wellhead struc 
ture, and the slip bowl being of segmental form so that 
it may be swung apart with the jacks for placement about 
the surface casing and then connected together in pipe 
gripping engagement with the latter. 

Other and more speci?c objects and advantages of 
this invention will become more readily apparent from 
the following detailed description when read in conjunc 
tion with the accompanying drawing which illustrates a 
useful embodiment in accordance with this invention. 

In the drawing: ’ 
FIG. 1 is a perspective elevational view showing the 

elevating device in open position preparatory for place 
ment about the wellhead and the surface casing; 

FIG. 2 is a side elevation showing the elevating device 
in place about the wellhead and well casing, and showing 
a cutting device disposed about the casing below the 
wellhead for purposes of severing the casing; 

FIG. 3 is a view similar to FIG. 2, but showing the de 
vice in its elevated position after the casing has been 
severed; and 

FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIGS. 2 and 3, showing an 
extension sleeve welded in place between the severed ends 
of the casing. 

I Referring to the drawing, the elevating device, in ac 
cordance with one embodiment of this invention, includes 
a set of four ?uid pressure-actuated jacks, each designated 
generally by the numeral 10,v arranged to constitute the 
corners of a square. Each of the jacks comprises a cylin 
der 11 and a piston 12 slidable in the cylinder and con 
nected to a piston rod 13 which extends through the lower 
end of the cylinder. The upper ends of the cylinders are 
closed by caps 14 which are secured to a square head 
frame, designated generally by the numeral 15, and com 
prising a pair of spaced, parallel side bars 16—~16 and a 
pair of parallel end bars 1‘7—_17. The ends of end bars 
17-—-1'7 are journalled in the ends of side bars 16-16 by 
means of the pivot pins 18. Two of the cylinders are 
connected to each of the end bars 17—ll7, with the result 
that an arrangement is provided comprising two pairs of 
jacks which are swingable toward and away from each 
other. Suitable means are provided for swinging the 
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pairs of jacks apart and toward each other, and one 
convenient arrangement for this purpose may bear turn 
buckle connection 20, of conventional design, the opposite 
ends of which are connected by means of collars 21—21 
to one of the jacks of each pair. A ratchet collar 22 is 
mounted about the ends of the turn-‘buckle bolts and 
connected, to a handle 23 ‘by which the turn-buckle may 
be lengthened and shortened, as required, in order to ex 
pand and retract the pairs of jacks. A hoisting bar 24 is 
secured across the top of frame 15 and provides means by 
which the whole structure may be moved into place about 
a wellhead by means of a conventional hoisting structure, 
designated by the letter D. A ?exible hose 25 connects 

4 
Piston rods 13 are made to such a length that when in 

their 'fully'retracted position and with the structure in 
place about the wellhead, as shown in FIG. 2, the slip 
bowl and pipe-gripping slips will be disposed a suf?cient 
distance below casinghead H to provide working space 
for severing casing C‘between ‘the, wellhead and the point 
of attachment of the slips. Cylinders 11 will be made 
to such a length as to permit a “stroke” of thejacks su?i 

‘ cient to elevate the wellhead to the height necessary to 
10 

the upper ends of the several cylinders to a hose 26, which ' 
serves both as an inlet as well as an exhaust conduit for 
pressure ?uid introduced into the upper ends of the cyl 
inders. A second?exible hose connection 27 is in com 
munication with the lower ends of the several cylinders 
and a common conduit 28 provides both inlet and exhaust 
passage for the lower ends of the cylinders. 
As seen in FIG. 1, the elevating device is shown being 

positioned about the head of a well, such as an oil well, 
which, includes a surface casing C to the upper end of 
which is secured a casinghead H provided with the usual 
annular bolt ?ange F. A conventional Christmas tree 
structure,’ designated generally by the letter T, consisting 
of a number of pipe ?ttings, valves, and the like, is mount~ 
ed on casinghead H and equipped with a ?ange F1 for 
connection to ?ange F of the casinghead. It will be under 
stood that the ‘form of the Christmas tree or other well 
head ?ttings may vary in design, in accordance with com 
pletion practices in various oil and gas ?elds. By pro 
viding the hinged connection between the pairs of jacks 
and the head frame, it will be seen that the jacks may be 
spread apart su?‘iciently to allow the structure to be placed 
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about the Christmas tree andthe wellhead, and then by , 
operation of ratchet collar .22, the jacks may be pulled 
together into position about the wellhead. The lower ends 
of cylinders 11 carry elevator blocks 30, each of which‘ 
has in its inner surface a recess 31, of su?icient width and 
vertical height to receive the ?anged connection F, F1 be 
tween the Christmas tree and the wellhead, recess 31 
being de?ned by inwardly extending upper and lower 
shoulders or ?anges 33 and 32, respectively. Set screws 
34 extend through upper ?anges 33 and are positioned 'to 
engage the upper surface of ?ange F1, to thereby clamp the. 

40 

elevator blocks securely to the wellhead, lower ?ange 32 ‘ 
being thereby pulled upwardly in directsupporting engage- i 
ment against the lower face of ?ange F. 
The lower ends of the several piston rods 13 carry a 

pipe-gripping ?xture consisting of a slip bowl 35 which 
is split diametrically to form the two complementary 
segments 35a and 35b, each of the segments being secured 
to the‘ lower ends of one of the pairs of piston rods 13 
by means of lugs ,36 into which the lower ends of the 
piston rods are secured, as by threaded or other suitable 
connection. The vertical edges of each of the slip bowl 
segments are provided with mating,‘ laterally extending 
?anges 37 which are adapted to be‘bolted together when 
the segments of the slip bowl are moved into place about 
casing C, as seen in FIG. 2, the ?anges being secured to 
each other by means of bolts 38 which extend through 
suitable openings in the ?anges. 

Slip bowl 35 is provided with an axial bore 49 de?ned‘ 
by upper and lower frusto-conical portions 40a and 40b,‘ 
respectively, which taper oppositely inwardly toward the 
opposite ends of the slip bowl. A set of segmental in 
ternally toothed pipe-gripping slips 41 are mounted in the 
bore of the slip bowl and are provided on, their outer. 
faces with tapering surfaces 41a and 41b complementary 
to the‘ corresponding surfaces 40a and 49b of the slip bowl. 
The slipssare-held in place in the slip bowl by means of. 
keys 42 ‘which are received in correspondingly shaped 
grooves 43 provided in the exterior surfaces of the slip' 
segments. 
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enable re-extending the inner pipe strings to their initial 
length, so‘ as to again place them in tension. 

In operation, the elevating device, supported by hoisting 
mechanism D, and with the jacks swung apart, as shown 
in FIG.‘ 1, will be suspended over the wellhead in position 
to be secured thereto. By manipulation of turn-buckle 20, 
the pairs of jacks and the slip bowl . segments will be 
retracted to place elevator blocks 30 in position about the 
casinghead so that ?anges 32 will be in supporting engage 
ment beneath ?ange F ofythe casinghead. Set screws 34 
will be screwed down until the elevator. blocks are tightly 
secured to the casinghead and bolts 38 will be put in place 
to draw the segments of the slip bowl toward each other 
su?iciently to cause slips dl‘to tightly grip casing C. FIG. 

' 2 shows the elevating device in place'ready for use. 
A well-severing device, such as, a rotary cutter mecha 

nism, designated generally by the letter (R, of any suitable 
design, is then appliedv to the surface ‘casing at a point 
between the points of attachment of the jack elements 
‘to sever the pipe.‘ It will be understood that any type of 
severing device may be employed, such as a'conventional 
?ame-cutting torch. When casing C has been severed, 
pressure ?uid will be introduced’ through conduit 26 
into the upper ends of cylindersll above pistons 12. The 
pressure of this?uid will elevate these cylinders relative 
to the pistons and piston rods,.the latter being secured 
to. casing C by means of slips 41.‘ The elevation of cyl 
inders 11 will, of course, act through the engagement of 
?anges 32v beneath ?ange F of the casing to elevate the 
entire wellhead structure and the upper portion of casing 
C, whichhas beenpseveredfrom'the lower portion of 
easing C by the cutting device R. This vposition of the 
elevating device is best seen in FIG. 3, wherein the well 
head has been elevatedv above the bottom portionof the 
well casing, exposing, an inner string of pipe P which is 
connected into the wellhead, and which it is desired to 
stretch or lengthen.‘ -With the wellhead elevated, as 
shown in FIG. 2, a casing extension sleeve S may be in 
stalled between the separated ends ‘of casing C. Sleeve 
S ‘may be split longitudinally to form‘ two semi-circular 
sections S1 and S2 so that they can be placed about pipe 
P between. the ends of casing C and thereupon welded 
along the longitudinal edges of the segments and between 
the endsof thesleeve and adjacent ends of easing C, as 
best seen in FIG. 4. 7 

After surface casing C has beenlengthened, 'as de 
scribed, bolts 381anay be released and. set screws 34 
loosened in, order-to release the jack structure from the 
wellhead.’ Contemporaneously or subsequently, " pres 
sure ?uid may be introduced through conduit 28 into the 
lower ends of the several cylinders in ‘order to’retract the 
pistons and return the structureto its original condition. 
Any pressure ?uid in the upper ends of the cylinders will 
be exhausted through conduit 26. 

While the illustrative embodiment shows an assem 
blage employing four jacks arranged generally toform 
the corners of a square and employs two semi-circular 
slip bowl segments, each connected to one pair of pis 
tons, it will be understood that various modi?cations of 
this arrangementmay ‘ be employed. For example, as 
few as two jacksxrnay be employed, in some cases, al 
though forgreater stability in applying the necessary pull 
or lift of the wellhead, a larger number will be preferred. 
In ‘any event/the number-‘of jacks will be two or more. 
Finally slip bowl 35 may be constructed in more than 
two complementary segments, depending upon the num 
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ber of jacks andtheir arrangement as may suit the pref 
erence of the designers. 
The opposed double taper con?guration provided in 

the bore of the slip bowl, cooperates with the correspond 
ingly tapered slips to assure that gripping of the casing 
will be elfective to prevent slippage in either direction 
between the casing and the jacks. 

It will be understood that various other alterations and 
changes may be made in the details of the illustrative 
embodiments within the scope of the appended claims but 
without departing from the spirit of this invention. 
What I claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. A wellhead elevating device, comprising, a plurality 

of ?uid pressure-actuated jacks arranged to be vertically 
disposed in circumferentially spaced relation about a well 
head connected to a well pipe, each of said jacks including 
a cylinder connectible to ‘the wellhead and a piston con 
nectible to the well pipe below the wellhead, means for 
supplying pressure ?uid to said cylinders to elevate the 
same relative to the pistons, and means hingedly connect 
ing the upper ends of said jack-s to each other to enable 
the same to be swung apart for placement about the well 
head and well pipe. 

2. A wellhead elevating device, comprising, a plurality 
of pressure ?uid-actuated jacks arranged to be vertically 
disposed in circumferenti-ally spaced relation about a well 
head connected to a well pipe, each of said jacks compris 
ing telescopically connected cylinder and piston members, 
means carried by one of said members rfor securing the 
same to the wellhead, means carried by the other of said 
members for securing the same to the well pipe below the 
well-head, means for directing actuating pressure ?uid 
into said cylinders at points operative to move the jack 
members secured to the wellhead upwardly relative to the 
jack members secured to the well pipe, and means hinged- ~ 
1y connecting the upper ends of said jacks to each other 
to enable the same to be swung apart for placement 
about the wellhead and well pipe. 

3. A system for elevating a wellhead in place on top 
of a well pipe, comprising, a jack assembly including a 
plurality of ?uid pressure-actuated jacks arranged to be 
vertically disposed about the Wellhead, each of said jacks 
including a cylinder counectible to the wellhead and a 
piston connectible to the well pipe at a point spaced below 
the wellhead, means for severing the Well pipe between 
the wellhead and the point of connection of the pistons 
to the well pipe, and means for supplying pressure fluid 

' to said cylinders to elevate them relative to said pistons 
whereby to elevate said wellhead after the well pipe has 
been severed, and means hingedly connecting the upper 
ends of said jacks to each other to enable the same to 
be swung apart for placement about‘ the wellhead and 
well pipe. ' . 

_ 4. An elevating device, comprising, a plurality of ver 
tically disposed spaced apart ?uid pressure-actuated jacks, 
veach of said jacks including a cylinder and a piston slid 
able therein secured to a piston rod extending through 
the lower end of the cylinder, means pivotally securing 
the upper ends of the several cylinders to each other for 
relative lateral swinging movement, elevator blocks car 
ried by said cylinders, an annular segmented pipe-grip 
ping member carried by the lower ends of the pistons, 
the segments being movable laterally relative to each 
other by the swinging of the cylinders, means for secur 
ing the segments together, and means for supplying pres 
sure ?uid to said cylinders to elevate the same relative 
to the pistons. 

5. An elevating device according to claim 4 which in 
cludes four of said jacks symmetrically arranged about a 
central axis. 

6. An elevating device according to claim 4 wherein 
said segmented pipe-gripping member comprises two com 
plementary generally semi-circular segments, each se 
cured to two of said piston rods. 

7. An elevating device according to claim 4 wherein 
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said segmented pipe-gripping member comprises two com 
plementary generally semi-circular segments, and includes 
a slip bowl having a bore de?ned by frusto-conical por 
tions tapering oppositely inwardly toward the ends of the 
bowl, and pipe-gripping slips having outer surfaces com 
plementing both said frusto-conical portions seated 
therein. 

8. An elevating device, comprising, a plurality of verti 
cally disposed spaced apart ?uid pressure-actuated jacks, 
each of said jacks including a cylinder and a piston slid 
able therein secured to a piston rod extending through 
the lower end of the cylinder, a head frame, means 
pivotally securing the upper ends of the several cylinders 
to the head frame for lateral swinging movement rela 
tive thereto, elevator blocks carried by said cylinders, an 
annular segmented pipe-gripping member carried by the 
lower ends of'the pistons, the segments being movable 
laterally relative to each other by the swinging of the 
cylinders, means for securing the segments together, and 
means for supplying pressure‘ ?uid to said cylinders to 
elevate the same relative to the pistons. 

9. An elevating device according to claim 8 including 
expansible means mounted between said jacks operable 
to swing the free ends of said jacks toward and away from 
each other. 

10. An elevating device according to claim 8 where 
in said jacks comprise two pairs thereof arranged to 
de?ne a square, each pair being pivotally secured to said 
head frame. , 

11. An elevating device according to claim 10 wherein 
said segmented pipe-gripping member comprises two 
complementary generally semi-circular segments each 
secured to the piston rods of one of said pairs of jacks. 

12. An elevating device according to claim 11 where 
in said pipe-gripping member includes a slip bowl having 
a bore de?ned by frusto~conical portions tapering op 
positely inwardly toward the ends of the bowl and pipe 
gripping slips having outer surfaces complementing both 
said frusto-conical portions seated therein. 

13. A wellhead elevating device, comprising, a plu 
rality of ?uid pressure-actuated jacks aranged to be ver 
tically disposed in circumferentially spaced relation about 
a wellhead connected to a well pipe, each of jacks includ 
ing a cylinder and a piston slidable therein secured to a 
piston rod extending through the lower end of the cyl 
inder, a head frame, means pivotally securing the upper 
ends of the several cylinders to the head frame for lateral 
swinging movement thereon relative to the wellhead, 
elevator blocks carried by the lower ends of said cylinders 
for attachment to said wellhead, an annular segmented 
pipe-gripping member carried by the lower ends of the 
pistons, the segments being movable laterally into and 
out of gripping engagement about the well pipe below 
the wellhead by the swinging of the cylinders, means for 
securing the segments in place about the well pipe, and 
means for supplying pressure ?uid to said cylinders to 
elevate the same relative to the pistons. 

14. A wellhead elevating device according to claim 13 
including expansible means mounted between said jacks 
operable to swing the free ends of said jacks toward and 
away from each other. 

15. A wellhead elevating device according to claim 13 
wherein said head frame is of generally square con?gura 
tion comprising a pair of spaced parallel side members 
and a pair of cross members having their ends journalled 
in the ends of said side members. 

16. A wellhead elevating device according to claim 15 
wherein said jacks comprise two pairs, each pair being 
secured to one of said cross members. 

17. A system for elevating a wellhead in place on top 
of a well pipe, comprising, a jack assembly including a 
plurality of ?uid pressure-actuated jacks arranged to be 
vertically disposed about the wellhead, each of said jacks 
comprising telescopically connected cylinder and piston 
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members, meansv carried by .one of said members for 
securing the same to the wellhead, means carried by the 
other of said members for securing the same to the Well 
pipe below the wellhead, means for severing the well pipe 
between the Wellhead and the point of connection of said 
other of said members to the Well pipe, means hingedly 
connecting the upper ends of said jacks to each other to 
enable the same to be swung apart for placement about 
the wellhead and well pipe, and means for directing pres 
sure ?uid into said cylinders at points operative to move 
the jack members secured to the wellhead upwardly 
relative to the jack members secured to the well pipe. 

10 
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